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Bacterial Species and Speciation

FREDERICK M. COHAN

Department of Biology, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut 06459-0170, USA;
E-mail: fcohan@wesleyan.edu

Abstract.—Bacteria are profoundly different from eukaryotes in their patterns of genetic exchange. Nevertheless, ecological diversity is organized in the same way across all of life: individual organisms fall into more or less discrete clusters on the basis of their phenotypic, ecological, and DNA sequence characteristics. Each sequence cluster in the bacterial world appears to correspond to an “ecotype,” defined as a population of cells in the same ecological niche, which would all be out-competed by any adaptive mutant coming from the population. Ecotypes, so defined, share many of the dynamic properties attributed to eukaryotic species: genetic diversity within an ecotype is limited by a force of cohesion (in this case, periodic selection); different ecotypes are free to diverge without constraint from one another; and ecotypes are ecologically distinct. Also, ecotypes can be discovered and classified as DNA sequence clusters, even when we are ignorant of their ecology. Owing to the rarity and promiscuity of bacterial genetic exchange, speciation in the bacterial world is expected to be much less constrained than in the world of animals and plants. [Clonal structure; ecotype; periodic selection; sexual isolation; species concept.]

Wherever there is life, there are bacteria (Margulis and Schwartz, 1998; Madigan et al., 1999). Free-living bacteria are found in every environment that supports eukaryotes (Madigan et al., 1999). Also, no metazoan or metaphor is known to be free of bacterial commensals or pathogens (Madigan et al., 1999). The most physically extreme habitats capable of supporting life can support extremophilic bacteria (e.g., Brock, 1978; Madigan and Marrs, 1997). Finally, anoxic habitats can support a great diversity of bacteria whose physiology does not require oxygen (Fenchel and Finlay, 1995). There is clearly tremendous ecological diversity within the prokaryotic world.

The ecological diversity among prokaryotes is patterned in much the same way as in eukaryotes: Individual organisms fall into discrete clusters on the basis of their phenotypic, ecological, and DNA sequence characteristics (Sneath, 1977; Broom and Sneath, 1981; Bridge and Sneath, 1983; Sneath and Stevens, 1985; Barrett and Sneath, 1994; Emsley and Stackebrandt, 1997; Goodfellow et al., 1997). For example, Barrett and Sneath (1994) found that 315 strains from the Neisseriaceae (the family including the pathogens that cause gonorrhea and meningitis) fall into 31 distinct clusters on the basis of metabolic and other phenotypic characteristics. Likewise, sequence-based surveys of bacterial diversity yield discrete clusters in sequence space (Palys et al., 1997), as is also seen in eukaryotes (Mallet, 1995).

In the world of the highly sexual eukaryotes (including most plants and animals), the clustered pattern of diversity has long provided the primary basis for demarcating species in practice. For many decades, species have been demarcated as phenotypic clusters (Sokal and Crovello, 1970), and more recently, sequence data have allowed species to be demarcated as clusters in genotypic or sequence space (Mallet, 1995).

Species demarcation in bacteria has relied exclusively on the phenotypic and genotypic clustering of bacterial strains (Goodfellow et al., 1997). Bacterial species have long been understood to be phenotypic clusters (based largely on metabolic characters; Sneath, 1977). Numerical taxonomy has clearly demonstrated that bacterial strains fall into discrete phenotypic clusters and has provided a means for discovering species and for classifying unknown strains into already characterized species (Broom and Sneath, 1981; Bridge and Sneath, 1983). Genotypic clustering has largely replaced phenotypic clustering as a primary criterion for demarcating bacterial species (Wayne et al., 1987). For decades, clustering based on whole-genome DNA–DNA hybridization between pairs of strains has served to distinguish species (Johnson, 1973; Wayne et al., 1987). More recently, systematists are using clustering of 16S rRNA (Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994) and protein-coding (Palys et al., 1997, 2000) gene sequences as criteria for species demarcation.
Although clustering provides a taxonomic tool for classifying organisms into systems, systematists and evolutionary biologists have widely believed that species are more than just clusters of very closely related and very similar organisms. Species are believed to have some fundamental dynamic properties as well. For instance, different species are thought to exploit different ecological niches (e.g., Ecological Species Concept; Van Valen, 1976). Also, genetic divergence within a species is thought to be constrained by one or more forces of cohesion (Cohesion Species Concept; Meglitsch, 1954; Templeton, 1989), most frequently genetic exchange (Biological Species Concept; Mayr, 1982). Different species are thought to have separate evolutionary fates, in that they are free to diverge without constraint from one another (Evolutionary Species Concept; Simpson, 1961; Wiley, 1978). In the world of plants and animals, one species is thought to split into two when the two groups have diverged sufficiently in their reproductive and ecological characteristics (e.g., Eldredge, 1985): The reproductive divergence prevents genetic exchange from reversing the genetic divergence between incipient species (Mayr, 1982), and the ecological divergence is necessary to allow competitive coexistence between the incipient species (Gause, 1934; May, 1973).

Here I address whether clusters observed in the bacterial world share the dynamic properties attributed to eukaryote species, and whether the mechanisms driving the origins of new species in bacteria might be shared with the eukaryotes. I will demonstrate that, despite basic differences in the nature of genetic exchange between bacteria and eukaryotes, bacterial species share many of the fundamental properties of eukaryotic species. Moreover, bacterial species can be demarcated in practice by the same sequence-cluster criteria used in eukaryotic systematics.

**Genetic Exchange in Prokaryotes**

The character of genetic exchange in prokaryotes differs profoundly from that in the most highly sexual eukaryotes, in several ways. First, recombination in bacteria is extremely rare. Several laboratories have taken a retrospective approach to determining the historical rates of recombination in nature. Based on surveys of diversity in allozymes, restriction-recognition sites, and gene sequences, recombination rates have been estimated from the degree of association between genes or between parts of genes (Hudson and Kaplan, 1985; Hudson, 1987; Hey and Wakeley, 1997). This approach has shown that a given gene segment is usually involved in recombination at about the same rate at which it is mutared, or less (Selander and Musser, 1990; Maynard Smith et al., 1993; Whittam and Ake, 1993; Roberts and Cohan, 1995).

Second, recombination in bacteria is much more promiscuous than is the case for plants and animals. Bacteria do not exchange genes as often as animals and plants, but when they do they are not nearly as fussy about their choice of partners. Animal groups typically lose the ability to exchange genes entirely by the time their mitochondrial DNA sequences are 3% divergent (Avise, 2000), although some animal subspecies as divergent as 16% can exchange genes in nature (Moritz et al., 1992). Bacteria, in contrast, can undergo homologous recombination with organisms as divergent as 25% in DNA sequence (and possibly more) (Duncan et al., 1989; Roberts and Cohan, 1993; Zawadzki et al., 1995; Vulic et al., 1997). There are, nevertheless, some important constraints on bacterial genetic exchange. Recombination that depends on vectors, such as bacteriophage-mediated transduction or plasmid-mediated conjugation, is limited by the host ranges of the respective vectors. Also, restriction endonuclease activity can greatly reduce the rate of recombination (Edwards et al., 1999; Milkman et al., 1999), although not in the case of recombination by transformation (Trautner et al., 1974; Cohan et al., 1991). Finally, homologous recombination is limited by the resistance to integration of divergent DNA sequences, because mismatch repair tends to reverse integration of a mismatched donor-recipient heteroduplex (Rayssiguier et al., 1989; Vulic et al., 1997) and because integration requires a 20–30-bp stretch of nearly perfectly matched DNA (Hsieh et al., 1992; Rao et al., 1995; Majewski and Cohan, 1998, 1999a). In both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, the rate of recombination decays exponentially with donor-recipient sequence divergence (Roberts and Cohan,
Third, recombination events in bacteria are highly localized to a small fraction of the genome. The sizes of segments transduced or transformed in the laboratory are frequently less than several kilobases (McKane and Milkman, 1995; Zawadzki and Cohan, 1995). Surveys of sequences in nature support the conclusion that each recombination event is highly localized within the chromosome (Maynard Smith et al., 1991; Maiden et al., 1998; Feil et al., 1999).

Fourth, recombination in bacteria is not limited to the transfer of homologous segments. Bacteria can “capture” new gene loci from other organisms, sometimes from organisms that are extremely distantly related. This may occur as a side effect of homologous recombination, whereby a heterologous gene from a donor is integrated along with closely flanking homologous DNA (Hamilton et al., 1989; Majewski and Cohan, 1999a). Alternatively, heterologous genes may be integrated along with a transposable element introduced into the recipient cell on a plasmid or phage (Van Spanning et al., 1995).

I next consider the consequences of rare, promiscuous, localized recombination, both homologous and heterologous, on the properties of species and speciation in bacteria.

**Forces of Cohesion**

Recombination has long been thought to be a powerful force of cohesion within a plant or animal species. Occasional recombination between freely interbreeding populations is thought to impose a cap on genetic divergence within a species (Mayr, 1982), although the mechanism by which this occurs is not clear (Futuyma, 1987). However, recombination is not the only force of cohesion acting on a plant or animal species. Members of a species are demographically interchangeable (sensu Templeton, 1989), so that through genetic drift and founder events any one individual can become the ancestor of the whole species in the future. Recently, sequence surveys of intraspecific variation have shown that drift and founder events contribute significantly to limiting diversity over the entire geographic range of an animal species (Avise and Walker, 1999; Avise, 2000).

What, then, are the forces of cohesion within a rarely sexual bacterial species with extremely large population sizes, where neither genetic exchange nor drift is likely to constrain diversity significantly? One could imagine that an asexual or rarely sexual species might have no cap on its divergence, such that a closely related group of bacteria would grow indefinitely in its diversity of sequences and phenotypes. However, this is clearly not the case. Bacterial clusters typically have a modest level of sequence diversity, usually an average sequence divergence of ~1% or less (Palys et al., 1997), not very different from that of many eukaryote species (Avise, 2000).

Diversity among a cluster of asexual (or rarely sexual) bacteria is capped by a force peculiar to rarely recombining organisms. In a rarely sexual population, an adaptive mutation sets in motion a round of natural selection that purges the population of nearly all its diversity at all loci. In the absence of recombination, the original adaptive mutant and its clonal descendants eventually replace the other cells of the population, with which they compete. Because the entire genome originally associated with the adaptive mutation remains intact as it sweeps through the population, the population loses its genetic diversity at all loci. Every adaptive mutation in an asexual population has the potential to set in motion this purging of diversity, a process known as “periodic selection” (Atwood et al., 1951) or “selective sweep” (Guttman and Dykhuizen, 1994). The recombination rates typical of bacteria are expected to allow purging of 99.9% of diversity at each locus (Cohan, 1994a).

In line with my earlier work, I will define a bacterial “ecotype” with respect to the fate of an adaptive mutant. (I previously referred to an “ecotype” as an “ecological population;” Cohan, 1994b.) An ecotype is a set of strains using the same or very similar ecological niches, such that an adaptive mutant from within the ecotype outcompetes to extinction all other strains of the same ecotype; an adaptive mutant does not, however, drive to extinction strains from other ecotypes.

Given periodic selection, a bacterial ecotype is not expected to expand its diversity indefinitely. The process of periodic selection should yield a cycling of diversity levels, whereby diversity is accumulated and then
a wave of periodic selection crashes the accumulated diversity back to near zero. Thus, divergence within a population of cells subjected to one another’s adaptive mutations is only temporary, awaiting its demise with the next periodic selection event (Cohan, 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996, 1999).

What, then, is required for the creation of permanent divergence among closely related bacteria?

THE ORIGINS OF PERMANENT DIVERGENCE

An ecotype may expand its ecological diversity through accumulation of mutations and by receiving genes from other ecotypes. As long as the ecological differences among genotypes within the ecotype are only minor, a periodic selection event may purge the ecological and genetic diversity within the ecotype. Divergence will be permanent only if a new mutant (or recombinant) can escape the diversity-purging effects of periodic selection within its former ecotype. For example, if a recombinant acquires a new locus that allows metabolism of a new resource, the nascent and ancestral populations may come to overlap very little in their ecological niches. In this case, the new genotype and its descendants will form a separate ecotype, no longer susceptible to the periodic selection events within the parental ecotype. Each of the two ecotypes can now have its own private periodic selection events. At this point, periodic selection will purge the diversity only within and not between the ecotypes. Periodic selection will thereby keep the ecotypes distinct in all their characteristics and in all their genes (Fig. 1). The ecotypes are now free to diverge indefinitely, without the constraint of periodic selection.

What other forces might possibly constrain the divergence of nascent ecotypes? In highly sexual organisms, recombination between nascent species is a major obstacle to speciation. For two highly sexual eukaryotic species to coexist, the rate of between-population recombination must be severely reduced from the rate of recombination within populations. In contrast, recurrent recombination between nascent bacterial ecotypes is not expected to hinder their divergence greatly (Cohan, 1994b). Given the extremely low rate of recombination observed in bacteria, the influx of genes from other ecotypes cannot disrupt the integrity of each ecotype’s specific adaptations (Cohan, 1994b). Even if recombination between ecotypes occurs at the same rate as recombination within ecotypes, selection against interecotypic recombinants can easily limit the frequency of recombinant genotypes to negligible values. The evolution of sexual isolation is not a necessary step in the origin of new ecotypes (Cohan, 1996).

SPECIES AND SPECIATION

It appears, then, that the bacterial ecotypes described here share some fundamental dynamic properties of species in the eukaryotic world. Periodic selection imposes a cap on the phenotypic and sequence divergence within a bacterial ecotype, comparable to forces of cohesion acting within highly sexual eukaryotic species (i.e., genetic exchange and genetic drift). Bacterial ecotypes are thus groups of organisms the divergence of which is opposed by some force of cohesion, and so ecotypes are consistent with the species defined by the Cohesion Species Concept (Meigs, 1954; Templeton, 1989), as
well as by other modern species concepts (de Queiroz, 1998).

Of course, bacterial ecotypes are also consistent with the species of Van Valen’s (1976) Ecological Species Concept, in which species are defined as groups holding different ecological niches. As is the case for highly sexual eukaryotes, there is a threshold level of divergence beyond which two bacterial populations break free of cohesive forces and establish their separate evolutionary fates. Speciation in highly sexual eukaryotes requires a threshold level of reproductive as well as ecological divergence. For bacteria, the critical step in the origin of ecotypes is to break free of the periodic selection events occurring within the parental ecotype; at this point, nascent ecotypes are free to diverge without constraint (Cohan, 1994b). Bacterial ecotypes thus hold the quintessential property of all modern species concepts: that ecotypes are evolutionary lineages which are irreversibly separate, each with its own evolutionary tendencies and historical fate (Simpson, 1961; Wiley, 1978; de Queiroz, 1998). A species in the bacterial world may be understood as the evolutionary lineage held together by ecotype-specific periodic selection.

This is not the first suggestion to define bacterial species by their dynamic properties. Dykhuizen and Green (1991) earlier proposed to classify bacteria by the Biological Species Concept, delimiting bacterial species as groups of strains that recombine with one another but not with strains from other such groups, such that “phylogenies of different genes from individuals of the same species should be significantly different, whereas phylogenies of genes from individuals of different species should not be significantly different” (Dykhuizen and Green, page 7266, 1991). Indeed, it is often the case that phylogenetic evidence of recombination is much more common within named species than between them (Dykhuizen and Green, 1991). However, although bacteria can be classified into species according to patterns of recombination, there is no biological motivation for doing so. In contrast to the eukaryotes, genetic exchange between bacterial species does not hinder adaptive divergence, so the rise of sexual isolation is not an important milestone toward permanent divergence. Indeed, bacterial species that exchange genes are free to diverge without bound in all characters, neutral and adaptive (Cohan, 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996, 1999; Majewski and Cohan, 1999b).

Perhaps most importantly, the ecotype concept of bacterial species allows easy discovery of species, as well as classification of unknown strains into characterized species, even when we are ignorant of the ecology, as I describe next.

A CONVENIENT METHOD FOR CLASSIFYING AND DISCOVERING BACTERIAL ECOTYPES

Palys et al. (1997) predicted that, given enough time, bacterial ecotypes should be identifiable as sequence clusters, where the average sequence divergence between ecotypes is expected to be much greater than the average sequence divergence within them, for any gene shared among ecotypes; moreover, each ecotype should eventually be identifiable as a monophyletic group in a sequence-based phylogeny. The rationale can be outlined from a phylogenetic perspective. Suppose a new ecotype is derived clonally from one mutant cell that is adapted to a new ecological niche. Also suppose (for the time being) that these ecotypes are entirely asexual. The new ecotype is a monophyletic group descending from this original mutant, but this ecotype is not yet a sequence similarity cluster (Fig. 2a). This is because the average sequence divergence within the new ecotype is not much less than the average sequence divergence between the new ecotype and the most closely related clade from the ancestral ecotype. After the first periodic selection event, however, the diversity within the new ecotype is purged (Fig. 2b). Likewise, periodic selection events in the ancestral ecotype will purge diversity within that ecotype as well (Figs. 2c, 2d), and periodic selection in the ancestral ecotype renders that ecotype monophyletic. Thus, each ecotype will eventually appear as a monophyletic group and as a distinct cluster (Fig. 2e). Although this result is seen most clearly in the case of no recombination, Palys et al. (1997) showed that, under the extremely low rates of recombination occurring in bacteria, different ecotypes are still expected to fall eventually into different sequence clusters for any gene shared across ecotypes.

Conversely, ecotypes will not generally be split into two or more sequence clusters
A phylogenetic perspective on periodic selection. As demonstrated here, two ecotypes will become distinct sequence similarity clusters, where the between-ecotype divergence is much greater than the within-ecotype divergence. In these phylograms the vertical distance corresponds to evolutionary time and sequence divergence. (a) The derived ecotype consists of the descendants of a mutant (X) capable of utilizing a new ecological niche. The adaptive mutant in the derived ecotype (\( \ast \)) is capable of outcompeting all other members of the derived ecotype. Note that at this point the two ecotypes do not appear as distinct clusters. Moreover, the ancestral ecotype does not appear as a monophyletic group. (b) The adaptive mutant (\( \ast \)) has driven all the other lineages within the derived ecotype to extinction. (c) With time, the derived ecotype becomes more genetically diverse. One cell in the ancestral ecotype (\( \ast \)) has developed a mutation that allows it to outcompete other members of its ecotype. (d) The adaptive mutant (\( \ast \)) has outcompeted other members of the ancestral ecotype. (e) The ancestral ecotype is becoming more genetically diverse. At this point, each ecotype is a distinct sequence cluster as well as a monophyletic group.

(Palyset al., 1997; Dykhuizen, 1998), because multiple clusters within an ecotype would be unstable with respect to periodic selection. Each adaptive mutant within the ecotype would drive to extinction cells from all the clusters of the ecotype, such that the cluster bearing the adaptive mutant would be all that survives this purge of diversity. If two highly divergent clusters have coexisted long enough to survive periodic selection, then the clusters must belong to different ecotypes. On the other hand, two allopatric sequence clusters could belong to the same ecotype, because an adaptive mutant from one geographic region would have no opportunity to outcompete allopatric members of the same ecotype.

In summary, sequence clusters are expected to correspond, more or less, to ecotypes. This predicted correspondence between ecologically distinct groups and sequence clusters has been corroborated by a survey of sequence and ecological diversity in dozens of bacterial taxa (Palys et al., 1997).

The correspondence between ecologically distinct populations and sequence clusters has proved useful for bacterial systematics in two ways (Palys et al., 2000). First, established sequence differences between taxa can be used diagnostically to identify unknown isolates from the environment. For example, multilocus sequence typing (MLST) of protein-coding genes allows rapid diagnosis of pathogens by sequence data over the Internet (Maiden et al., 1998). Also, because nearly every bacterial species has been sequenced for 16S rRNA genes, any new isolate can readily be placed on the universal 16S rRNA–based tree (Goodfellow et al., 1997).

Second, the correspondence between ecotypes and sequence clusters is useful for discovering cryptic ecological diversity within a taxon. In several cases, a survey of sequence diversity within a named species has revealed multiple sequence clusters that later were found to be ecologically distinct (Palys et al., 1997). For example, sequence and allozyme surveys of Borrelia burgdorferi (sensu lato) led to the discovery of several Borrelia species with different pathogenic properties (Baranton et al., 1992; Balmelli and Piffaretti, 1996). Because protein-coding genes evolve more quickly than 16S rRNA, protein-coding genes may prove more useful than 16S rRNA
for discovering cryptic ecological diversity within named species (Palyset al., 2000).

Consider one additional challenge to discovering ecotypes through sequence clusters: Most named “species,” both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, contain a hierarchy of sequence clusters and subclusters. This opens the possibility that a typical, named bacterial species may contain many cryptic and uncharacterized ecotypes, each corresponding to some small subcluster. Our task is to determine which level of subcluster, if any, actually corresponds to ecotypes. Fortunately, the peculiar population dynamics of bacterial ecotypes allows us to approach sequence-based discovery of ecotypes with greater confidence than is possible in highly sexual macroorganisms.

Jason Libsch and I have worked out a method for identifying the clusters that correspond to ecotypes (unpubl. results). Our “star phylogeny” approach assumes that the sequence diversity within an ecotype is limited nearly entirely by periodic selection and hardly at all by genetic drift. The rationale for this assumption is that, given the enormous sizes of bacterial populations, the average sequence divergence within an ecotype is much too small to be explained by genetic drift. Thus, nearly all strains randomly sampled from one ecotype should trace their ancestries back to the adaptive mutant that caused and survived the last periodic selection event. Thus, the phylogeny of an ecotype should be consistent with a star radiation, with all members of the ecotype equally closely related to one another.

We have developed a Monte Carlo simulation for determining whether a sequence-based phylogeny for a species is consistent with a star radiation, allowing for homoplasy by way of mutation and recombination. When a species’ phylogeny shows too many internal nodes to be consistent with a star, we can conclude that multiple ecotypes must be present. Individual ecotypes can be tentatively identified as the most inclusive clades that are each consistent with the expectations for the simulation for one ecotype. Our preliminary analyses suggest the existence of numerous ecotypes within named bacterial species. This approach may provide an opportunity for bacterial systematists to characterize a much a greater wealth of ecological diversity than previously expected, even within named species.

HOW MANY BACTERIAL SPECIES ARE THERE?

The International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology currently recognizes 5,236 bacterial species, each of which has been cultured and characterized (Euzèby, 1997 [updated 2000]). However, this accounting of bacterial diversity is limited to the bacteria that microbiologists know how to culture. Surveys of 16S rRNA variation from environmental samples suggest that cultivable bacteria amount to <0.1% of the species in a given environment (Ward et al., 1998; Hugenholtz et al., 1998; Dojka et al., 2000; DeLong and Pace, this issue). Torsvik et al. (1998) assessed bacterial diversity by measuring the rates of annealing of heterogeneous DNA extracted from soil and found evidence for at least 10,000 bacterial species in 1 g of forest soil. Beginning with the results of Torsvik et al. (1998), Dykhuizen (1998) has argued that worldwide there must be at least $10^9$ bacterial species. We may further plausibly argue that each of the world’s animal and plant species has at least one species-specific pathogen. For example, our own species has several bacterial pathogens infecting only humans, including *Streptococcus pyogenes* and some related Streptococci (Davis et al., 1990). If *Homo sapiens* is not unusual, and most eukaryotic species bear their own species-specific pathogens, the number of bacterial species would be large indeed.

POTENTIAL FOR SPECIATION IN THE BACTERIAL WORLD

A large number of bacterial species may be explained by an enormous potential for speciation in the bacterial world. Many attributes of bacterial genetic exchange, plus the large population sizes typically found in bacteria, should allow much greater opportunity for speciation than is possible in the highly sexual animals and plants.

First, speciation in highly sexual eukaryotes requires both reproductive (Mayr, 1982) and ecological (Gause, 1934; Eldredge, 1985) divergence, but speciation in bacteria requires only ecological divergence (Cohan, 1994b).

Second, the extremely large population sizes of bacteria make rare mutation and recombination events much more accessible to a bacterial population than is the case for macroorganisms.
Third, whereas plant and animal species are genetically closed to all other species (or at least closed to all but the most closely related species with which hybridization is possible), a bacterial species is open to gene transfers from many taxa, even those distantly related (Young, 1989). So, while plant and animal species must evolve all their adaptations on their own, bacteria can take up existing adaptations from anywhere in the bacterial world. In some cases, homologous recombination can substitute an adaptive allele from another species into an existing gene in the recipient. For example, a short segment of an allele for penicillin resistance has been transferred by homologous recombination from *Neisseria flavescens* into *N. gonorrheae* (Maynard Smith et al., 1991). Recombination can also introduce entirely novel genes and operons from other species (Lan and Reeves, 1996; Groisman and Ochman, 1997; Lawrence and Ochman, 1998; Alm et al., 1999). This ready acquisition of new adaptations should make invasion of new niches easier for bacteria than eukaryotes.

The transfer of adaptations across species is facilitated by several aspects of bacterial genetic exchange. Integration of highly divergent DNA is made possible first by the promiscuous nature of bacterial genetic exchange. Also important is the localized nature of recombination events, whereby only a very small fraction of the donor’s genome is integrated. This allows for transfer of a generally useful adaptation (i.e., useful in the genetic backgrounds and the ecological niches of both the donor and the recipient), without the cotransfer of narrowly adaptive donor segments that would be deleterious for the recipient (Zawadzki and Cohan, 1995). This is in contrast to the case for eukaryotes, where the processes of meiosis and fertilization yield hybrids that are a 1:1 mix of both parents’ genomes. Also, perhaps the physiology of bacteria is more modular than is the case for macroorganisms, in that an entirely new adaptation might be accommodated with very little fitness cost.

Fourth, the possibility of heterologous transfer greatly facilitates the escape of a nascent ecotype from competition with its former population. By taking on an entirely new metabolic function, a nascent ecotype is likely to utilize resources not available to its parental ecotype. This would instantaneously put the nascent ecotype out of range of periodic selection events in its former ecotype.

Finally, the promiscuity of bacterial genetic exchange may help a nascent ecotype from being extinguished by an adaptive mutant from the parental ecotype. Let us suppose that the ecological divergence of a nascent ecotype from the parental ecotype requires several evolutionary steps. In the early stages of such divergence, most periodic selection events may be limited to each ecotype, but occasionally an extraordinarily competitive adaptive mutant from the parental ecotype might outcompete all strains from the nascent ecotype (as well as strains from its own ecotype). In this case, genetic exchange between the ecotypes could prevent the extinction of one ecotype by the other (Fig. 3): Through genetic exchange, the nascent ecotype would acquire the adaptive mutation from the other ecotype, and the new ecotype would thereby lose its disadvantage.

Note that although recombination in bacteria is not frequent enough to prevent ecological divergence (Cohan, 1994b) or neutral sequence divergence (Cohan, 1995; Palys et al., 1997) between ecotypes, it should be frequent enough to allow an adaptive mutation to pass between ecotypes and initiate a periodic selection event in the recipient ecotype. Prevention of divergence (whether neutral or adaptive) among ecotypes requires recurrent recombination, and bacterial rates of recombination are not up to this task (Cohan, 1994b). However, initiating a selective sweep requires only a single recombinational transfer of the adaptive mutation into the recipient ecotype; so, given the enormous population sizes of bacterial populations, such a transfer event is not unlikely.

Ironically, whereas recombination between nascent, highly sexual species hinders their speciation, the low level of recombination between nascent bacterial species might promote their coexistence and allow further divergence.

**Conclusions and Future Directions**

Defining bacterial species as “ecotypes” (i.e., according to the domain of extinction caused by periodic selection events) has several attractive properties. Such species would be ecologically distinct from one another; each species would be subject to a
Facilitation of speciation by recombination among ecotypes. It is assumed that each newly divergent ecotype in the figure has already undergone several private periodic selection events. However, in the figure we suppose that an extraordinarily competitive adaptive mutant (with mutation) has appeared in the ancestral ecotype, such that this mutant would outcompete the membership of the nascent ecotype as well as its own ecotype membership. (a) When there is no recombination between the newly divergent ecotypes, the adaptive mutant could extinguish the membership of the other ecotype, and the speciation process would be terminated. (b) When the adaptive mutation can be transferred from one ecotype to the other, periodic selection is less likely to cause extinction of one ecotype by another. The transfer of the adaptive mutation would cause a private periodic selection event within the nascent ecotype. Because the two populations would then share the adaptive mutation, one ecotype would not be able to extinguish the other.

Speciation in bacteria appears much less constrained than speciation in the eukaryotic world, and so we might expect rates of speciation to be much greater for bacteria than for eukaryotes. Little is known about extinction in the bacterial world, although we might expect it to be rarer for bacterial species. The much larger population sizes of bacteria at least prevent extinctions attributable to demographic stochasticity (Dykhuizen, 1998). We should not be surprised to discover and characterize, eventually, a much greater number of bacterial species than the 5,236 currently valid species. Recent discoveries of taxa by culture-free, sequence-based methods (Hugenholtz et al., 1998; Dojka et al., 2000) and in situ approaches toward characterizing the ecology of unculturables (Ramsing et al., 2000) are promising steps in this direction.

Speciation in the bacterial world appears to be limited by mutational and recombinational events that allow invasions into new niches. Exploring the rate of occurrence of such mutations, in comparison with the rate of mutations causing periodic selection within an ecotype, will be interesting. Because bacterial speciation is also limited by the extent to which nascent ecotypes are able to escape all periodic selection events stemming from their former ecotype, it will be interesting to explore the role of recombination in facilitating this escape process. These issues can be addressed using recently developed experimental systems for studying bacterial speciation (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Treves et al., 1998).

It is not yet clear which is more important in bacterial niche invasion—mutations in existing genes or acquisition of new gene loci from other species. If we should find that a typical named species contains only one ecotype, gene acquisition probably plays the major role. Because closely related species frequently bear very different sets of gene loci (Lan and Reeves, 1996; Groisman and Ochman, 1997; Lawrence and Ochman, 1998; Alm et al., 1999), these differences appear to
contribute significantly to ecological divergence between the species (Groisman and Ochman, 1997). On the other hand, we may find evidence of many ecotypes within a typical named species. In this case, the most closely related ecotypes would have very few differences in their complements of gene loci, and the genetic basis of ecological differentiation between such ecotypes might then involve only changes in existing gene loci.
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